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                   Keepers News 
Summer 2009 

The 2009 Keepers Gathering, Pow Wow 
and Concert was a huge success!!  Within 
this newsletter you will find the Pipestone 
County Star article along with some per-
sonal sharings from some of our members,  
 
 
“Best ever” Pow Wow, concert - Rendezvous la-
beled a success. 
By Debra Fitzgerald and Kyle Kuphal  
 
The local airwaves warned people Saturday, July 25, 
to bring their lawn chairs because the bleachers at the 
Pow Wow were full. 
 
“The concert and Pow Wow were the best we ever 
had,” said Bud Johnston, president of The Keepers of 
the Sacred Tradition of Pipemakers, which spon-
sored Pow Wows on both Saturday and Sunday, and a 
Connecting the Circle concert on Friday evening. “We 
had lots of first-time local people and lots of first- 
time dancers, so I was just tickled that it came out the 
way it did.”  
 
The 43 dancers registered for the Pow Wow was a 
good number for The Keepers’ Pow Wow, Johnston 
said, as were the crowds, which included people from 
far-flung places. 
 
“We had a contest for who came the furthest,” Johns-
ton said. “We had people from as far away as Mon-
tana, Florida, Australia, Belgium, Italy, Holland, 
Switzerland, Germany and China.” 
 
The Keepers has been hosting a Pow Wow since 
2000. Only that first one was bigger than this year’s, 
Johnston said. 
 
“That one was physically bigger, but it didn’t seem to 
touch people as much as this one,” Johnston said. 
 
Johnston didn’t know what packed the weekend’s 
emotional punch, but he said people grew teary-eyed 
at different times during the Saturday and Sunday 
Pow Wows, including during the Honoring the Veter-
ans ceremony on Sunday. 
 
“Tear-jerking” was also how Johnston described the 
Connecting the Circle concert at the Pipestone 

Performing Arts Center Friday evening, July 24, 
which featured Bruce Weigle on the Native American 
flute and Mick Daniels on guitar.   Mick dedicated a 
song to his dear friend and member Olee Jobe which 
he wrote for him.  It was called “Olee’s Wheel”.  
 
“The concert was earthshaking,” Johnston said. “Not 
in the numbers — maybe 50 or 60 people — but about 
20 people talked to us afterwards and said different 
things during the concert made them cry.”  
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Page 2                    Keepers News 

The Keepers held a food drive during the weekend 
events and collected a total of 320 pounds of canned 
and boxed food for the Pipestone Food Shelf.! 

 
 

Sharing's from some of our members: 
“I got to speak Lakota (or Dakota I should say) 
again, even if my grammar is horrendous!!!  It still 
felt good.  
I got to sweat again, to cleanse and purify.  It takes 
a lot out of me between coaching a team to win 
medals and rescuing animals. 
I learned more about the pipe and how to use it 
properly and even walked around the place it is 
excavated from.  That allows a greater appreciation 
of what it actually requires.  Still, unless you do it, 
you can't imagine it 
 I got to make friends and was uplifted by the 
amount of free flow involved in people gifting things 
to each other.  No one ever asks for anything.  Yet 
people are always giving to each other.  IMHO not 
very common today 
 But the most meaningful part of the weekend was 
the chance to honor Rona's request to pray for the 
Butterflies to return as it was in the past. 
 I hope they come back and honor the land and 
inhabitants next summer.  I look forward to hearing 
about that 
I certainly appreciate the experiences I got from the 
weekend in Pipestone.  Thank you so much. “ 
 
 
Sharing’s continued……. 
“I had a most wonderful time, getting to see people 
that I hadn't seen for a while and meeting others. I 
took my daughter with me and she helped in the 
children's 
Tipi.  She loved it and also helped out in the 
kitchen, 
 as did I a little!!! 
I really enjoyed the dancing.  I noticed at this and at 
most all Pow Wows that when the M.C. starts talk-
ing,  the people start leaving.  .  In my opinion, we 
did not have enough drum groups to keep the 
dancing going.  Wish we had more drum groups.    
I went to the concert this year and I thought it was 
great !!!!!! 
Â I did miss the first half cause I helped clean up 
the kitchen, but I enjoyed doing that because we 
talked a lot .   After the walk through the Quarries, I 
stayed back at Travis's Pit and smoked the Pipe 
with Travis.   I felt this was a honor for me to be 
able to send Prayers 
up with the guy [Travis ] who I get my Pipe Stone 
from. 

I was lucky enough that Bud and Rona let me stay in 
one of there tipi’s.  My daughter loved staying in 
there also.  Many  thanks to them. 
As I get to know Bud over the years, I find that he 
has his hands in so many pots, doing so much for 
the town, I feel honored to know this wonderful man”  
Marty Kline 
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Special message from member Tim in Austria 
Osiyo, My dear Friends and Relatives! 
(or as we say here, “Servus!”) 
 

I had intended to speak 
with all of you person-
ally, but unfortunate 
circumstances this year 
prevented me from 
being able to attend the 
Gathering and the An-
nual Meeting. I trust 
that Creator has been 
good to you all, and 
that you have had the 
opportunity to see 
many blessings made 
manifest within your 

lives over the past year. I just wanted to take a moment 
to share with you all a few words about what has been 
going on over here in Austria, and how I have been able 
to share the Pipe and its work among the people living 
here. 
 

I have been doing pipe ceremonies within my home 
here in Austria pretty much since I first moved here, 
with my family as well as for those who requested assis-
tance from the Pipe, and also of course  for those times 
when Pipes were lifted together worldwide at the re-
quest of someone from the Keeper's List. For the long-
est time, however, it was a bit of a struggle trying to 
find a way to bring the Pipe to a greater group of peo-
ple, as venues and the associated costs therewith 
proved somewhat prohibitive to our meager means. 
We had spoken on several occasions with folks here 
about forming a Chapter of the Keepers, but encoun-
tered challenges of a different sort, as many persons- 
especially in matters relating to spirituality- are hesitant 
to join in clubs or organizations of a spiritual nature. I 
found, ironically enough, that a number of persons were 
quite interested in attending- indeed, even participating- 
in events and ceremonies, but few- if any- were willing 
to make any such commitments on paper. This troubled 
me for some time, but I decided that the most impor-
tant thing was getting the Pipe to the people and the 
people to the Pipe, and that- should the Creator so 
desire it- the group or organization would form itself, 
putting the horse before the cart, so to speak. And so, 
after many discussions with trusted friends, the monthly 
Open Pipe Ceremonies were begun. 
 

We had our first meeting in January of 2008, meeting- 
as we do even to this day- in the home of a friend, who 

generously hosted the event. There were about twenty 
or so people in attendance that first night, and from this 
first gathering, a core of ten to twelve has grown. We 
have been quite fortunate, and have kept the chain going 
unbroken now, even into our second year, with average 
attendance of ten to fifteen people. There are the regular 
attendees, and quite a few guests who attend sporadi-
cally, but the ceremonies have gone on uninterrupted. In 
the springtime of 2009 we decided to go ahead and get a 
domain and put information out onto the worldwide web 
about the Open Pipe Ceremonies, and this can be found 
at www.goodmedicine.at. Here, people have the chance 
to read about the ceremonies that have been, as well as 
receive information regarding the next planned and/or 
scheduled Open Pipe Ceremonies, as well as certain spe-
cial Ceremonies (such as the Worldwide Day of Prayer 
requested by Jim Tree concerning the Swine Flu Epi-
demic) which come up sporadically. 
 
Each and every single ceremony has been different, and 
yet, they have all been the same: People of differing back-
grounds and beliefs coming together, setting aside differ-
ences and joining together in Prayer to honor Spirit and 
the Ancestors. We have had several very moving cere-
monies, and no one has managed to leave untouched by 
Spirit. 
 
Over the course of the first year, the “topic” or “key 
subject” has evolved to become “Reconnecting the Sa-
cred Hoop”, and each time we do a bit more of just that- 
perhaps from a different angle or perspective, but bring-
ing the people together in Spirit nonetheless. It has been, 
and continues to be, a great honor and a privilege to be 
able to serve the people here in this way for over a year 
and a half, and I never cease to be amazed- amazed, but 
not surprised- at what the Pipe is able to accomplish. 
 

So, on behalf of the people here in Vienna- or at least, 
those who are a part of our Open Pipe Circle, I send the 
warmest greetings and well-wishes to all of our Spiritual 
Relatives there in the states. Your prayers for us and our 
work here are always appreciated, and of course should 
anyone wish to join in from afar, this is also quite wel-
come! We- or at least, a portion of our group- hope to 
be able to meet with everyone at the Gathering in Pipe-
stone in 2010, and of course, if you happen to be in the 
neighborhood, don't hesitate to look us up! 
 
Tohidu, 
Changing Man (Tim) 


